It is always a pleasure to record with people who energize you, who complement what you hear in a song, who enjoy puns and laughter, and who are sensitive musicians. Dave Para, having driven straight through from Missouri to Connecticut, provided a wonderful touch to all those songs he could stay awake for. Bob Coltman has always been a source of inspiration to me, and his many contributions are evident in the recording. Cathy Barton deserves a special—very special—comment. I had the privilege of meeting her, her husband Dave, and her family three years ago in Kansas, having heard the most laudatory things about her from friends in the midwest. Hers is the perfect combination of competence, dedication, musical sensitivity, and personal grace. In providing musical ideas, artistic advice, and an even demeanor, she contributed far more to People Like You than meets the ear, and what meets the ear is lovely.

Ed Trickett

1. Cold Winter is Coming [trad.] - 3:31
2. Sweet Freedom [trad.] - 3:02
3. Old Wing [Pat Garvey] - 3:14
5. Rock the Cradle, Joe [trad.] - 2:28
6. People Like You [Si Kahn] - 2:13
7. River of the Big Canoe [Dyer] - 3:30
9. The Lover’s Return [trad.] - 3:47
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1. Cold Winter is Coming (trad.) 3:31
2. Sweet Freedom (trad.) 3:02
3. Old Wing (Pat Garvey) 3:14
4. Dry Cardrona (Baxter/Tomms) 4:42
5. Rock the Cradle, Joe (trad.) 2:28
6. People Like You (Si Kahn) 2:13
7. River of the Big Canoe (Bob Dyer) 3:30
8. Cotton Mill Blues (Si Kahn) 2:40
9. The Lover’s Return (trad.) 3:47
10. Kitty and I (Joe Carter) 2:56
11. Clayton Boone (trad.) 2:56
12. Ashes on the Sea (Bruce Phillips) 5:33

With:
Cathy Barton
Bob Coltman
Dave Para

Recorded by Sandy Paton
Remastered by Dave Paton
Notes by Ed Trickett
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